MEETING NOTICE - Sunday, SEPTEMBER 24, 2:00PM - 6:00PM

COSMOS

www.AccessYourLifeStyle.com

Bob Clanfield

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SEPTEMBER MEETING-BOB CLANFIELD PRESENTING LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN COMPUTER AUDIO FEATURING AMARRA, SONIC STUDIO, DIRAC, MAC MINI OPTIMIZATION, DROBO USB3 STORAGE AND MORE!

We are glad to be meeting again with Bob Clanfield (www.AccessYourLifeStyle.com) who will explain and demo his latest findings for optimized computer audio. If you're perplexed about what to do with the current state of digital audio or want to enhance your digital audio quality and capabilities-this is for you. Bob has always done a great presentation and for those of you who haven't been to Bob's--it's well worth the drive.

In Bob's words, here is what will be on hand:

I'll be demoing Sonic Studio's product's, including the new Amarra 4 Lux with Dirac’s Impulse Response Room Correction.

Here’s a primer on Dirac Room Correction

We will also have access to a specific Amarra Storefront Link (contact Bob) with coupon codes for major discounts on Amarra products exclusively for the Chicago Audiophile Society members.

Any questions email me @: BobsCosmos@gmail.com
System overview with info links:

- **Amarra Luxe** + **Dirac’s IRC**
- **Drobo C** (USB C ~ USB 3.0)
- Mac Mini (2012 / Sierra OS)
- **Metric Halo LIO-8** (FireWire 1394)
- **Son of Ampzilla 2000** (XLR)
- Custom **Reality cable’s** (Greg Straley) (DB25 ~ XLR)
- **Audiophysic Virgo MkIII** (stereo pair)
- **REL Stadium**
- **Acoustic panel’s** (Acoustically treated the walls and ceiling)

Feel free to bring any munchies or drinks you’d like to pass.

See you all Sunday!

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

**Special Note:**

We will also have access to a specific **Amarra Storefront link** with coupon codes for *major* discounts on Amarra products exclusively for the Chicago Audiophile Society members. Please contact Bob with any questions at:

**BobsCosmos@gmail.com**